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Why is EHP Review Required?
 The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) requires all 

federal agencies to examine the proposed impacts of their actions 
prior to project implementation
- This applies to grant-funded actions
- NEPA does not mandate preservation, only informed decision-making

 NEPA serves as an “umbrella regulation” and provides a process 
through which other EHP laws and regulations can be considered

 NEPA compliance has always been included in the special 
conditions of FEMA’s grant awards and in the grant guidance kits

 State, local, or tribal processes cannot replace NEPA compliance; 
however, materials prepared for other entities can be submitted to 
the Grant Programs Directorate (GPD) along with the EHP Review 
Packet
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EHP Laws and Executive Orders

NEPA

National Historic
Preservation Act

Endangered Species Act

Resource Conservation &
Recovery Act

Clean Water Act

Coastal Zone
Management Act

Coastal Barrier
Resources Act

Clean Air Act

Executive Orders:
Environmental Justice

Floodplains
Wetlands

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NEPA is an umbrella law.  It is the cornerstone of the environmental review process.  NEPA, and the other federal laws and executive orders listed here are designed to protect our country’s natural, cultural, social, and economic resources; they form the basis for FEMA’s EHP review process. Note that NEPA is in the middle.  This is representative of how FEMA uses it as the keystone of the environmental review process to address all other laws, regulations, and Executive Orders as well. 



Environmental and Historic Preservation 
Considerations

 Floodplains

 Wetlands

 Cultural Resources
- Historic properties  
- Archaeological sites

 Endangered Species

 Air and Water Quality

 Noise

 Fish and Wildlife (including 
habitat)

 Environmental Justice

 Socioeconomic Resources 

 Land Use 

 Hazardous Materials

 Traffic

 Geology (Topography, Soils)

 Coastal Zones

 Agricultural Lands
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EHP Compliance Reviews

 GPD is responsible for certifying that all projects funded with federal 
grant dollars comply with the applicable EHP laws, regulations, and 
Executive Orders

 An analysis of pertinent project information is used to determine the 
appropriate amount of documentation required for EHP compliance

 Complex projects will typically require more information to reach a 
determination

 Grantees must receive EHP approval before initiating GPD-funded 
projects
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Importance of EHP Compliance

Compliance Non-Compliance

 Protection of natural and 
cultural resources

 Improved project planning
 Cost efficient
 Programmatic and financial 

compliance
 Efficient project 

implementation 
 Improved community relations

 Project delays
 De-obligation of funding
 Negative publicity
 Civil penalties
 Lawsuits
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EHP Review Packet

 Grantees must submit a complete EHP Review Packet to GPD
- Grant funds may be used for preparation of EHP documentation

 The review packet must include a completed EHP Screening Form 
and details on the following:
- A detailed project description, including what work is being proposed, 

where it will be accomplished, and how the work will be done
- Project location (physical project address or latitude-longitude)
- Labeled, color, aerial, and ground-level site photographs that indicate 

where equipment will be installed and ground disturbance will occur    
- Design plans or construction drawings for new construction/renovation
- Age of any buildings on/in/adjacent to which equipment will be installed. 
- Dimensions (length, width, and depth)  of ground disturbance
- Previously completed environmental studies or previously completed 

agency coordination or consultation documents
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GPD EHP Review Process

 Once the grantee submits a complete EHP Review Packet, GPD 
conducts a preliminary screening of the project and its potential 
impacts

 GPD categorizes projects as Type A, B, or C depending on the 
nature and location of the project

 Projects qualifying as a Categorical Exclusion (CATEX) may be 
approved by GPD staff, however other more complicated projects 
involving Extraordinary Circumstances may require consultation 
with other federal, state, or tribal agencies



Categorical Exclusion

 A Categorical Exclusion (CATEX) is defined as a category of actions 
that do not individually or cumulatively have a significant effect on 
the human environment

 44 CFR §10.8 provides a comprehensive list of FEMA’s CATEXs:
- Classroom-based training
- Portable equipment
- Administrative actions
- Preparation and distribution of documents
- Certain kinds of activities at existing facilities

 Even if an action is categorically excluded from further NEPA 
review, all other EHP laws, Executive Orders, and permitting 
requirements still apply
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
NEPA provides for each agency an opportunity to develop a list of categories of actions that are determined through agency experience to typically have no significant environmental impact and thus, may be generally excluded from detailed review and documentation.Based on past experience, FEMA has developed and published a list of categories of actions in 44 CFR 10.8 which were determined to typically have no significant effect on the environment. The decision document for CATEXs, if further examination determines that an environmental assessment is not necessary, is called a Record of Environmental Consideration (REC).  Some examples…A1.  Purchases of equipment including vehicles, boats, ID cards, hand-held or portable equipment, navigation or communication equipment, or other supplies for mobile units. 	PAs need to obtain information from the grantee on how the equipment will be installed, whether there will be any new ground disturbance, or any impact to the 	environment or historic resources.  Further review may 	be required.A2.  Classroom and web-based training, conferences and workshops conducted within enclosed facilities.A3.  Personnel, administrative, fiscal and management activities that involve no resources other than manpower and/or funding.A4.  Installation of security measures on mobile units (buses, train cars, ferries, etc.) that are less than 50 years old and are not national landmarks.A5.  Development, revision, documentation, and/or distribution of regulations, directives, manuals, information bulletins, and other guidance documents.A6.  Technical assistance activities that involve no resources other than manpower and/or funding.A7.  Field-based training activities and exercises that use existing facilities, established and approved procedures, and conform with existing land use designations.  Activities that involve any change in scope, frequency, type, location, equipment used, or materials used will NOT qualify as a Type A Categorical Exclusion and must be submitted for environmental and historic preservation review[1]. For these actions, it’s also important to think outside the box – how will equipment be installed, what will its functions be, etc?  Because sometimes what may seem like an action with no impact may need environmental review.  �[1] For example, if training exercises are to increase in frequency from once per month to twice per month, the impacts to air quality, soils, water quality, noise, and vegetation will increase.  Likewise, if the number of participants in the training exercise goes from 50 to 500, representing a change in scope, the impacts to the natural environment may increase because the amount of disturbance to the natural environment per training event would have increased.  Finally, if new equipment is being used, it may introduce different chemicals or substances into the natural environment, and cause impacts to water quality, air quality, animals, vegetation, soils, and other resources.  Further review is warranted to determined whether or not these changes would result in significant impacts. A REC must describe the proposed action, state the time frame for the action, identify the proponent, and explain why further environmental analysis and documentation are not required. RECs should have attachments, such as graphics or maps, to describe the action adequately and assist reviewers in understanding the action and its lack of potential for environmental effects. If the potential for extraordinary circumstances exists (e.g., existence of threatened and endangered species in the project area, presence of cultural artifacts or historical properties, presence of wetlands, potential to exceed air quality standards/permit levels, etc.), RECs should include results of consultations with other agencies such as USFWS, SHPO, local air boards, etc., and documentation of no potential for environmental effects if such consultations have taken place.



Extraordinary Circumstances

 If the nature or location of a proposed action renders it substantially 
different from a typical action of its category, it cannot be approved 
as a Categorical Exclusion and requires further review/consultation

 Some examples of Extraordinary Circumstances include: 
- Greater scope
- Public controversy
- Unproven technology
- Presence of threatened or

endangered species
- Hazardous/toxic substances 
- Increasing the height of an existing

communications tower
- Installation of utility systems
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- Health and safety
- Legal violation
- Cumulative impact
- Historic properties/landmarks
- Degradation of environmental 

conditions
- Existence of 

wetlands/floodplains

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An Extraordinary Circumstance is anything that makes the proposed action or alternative unusual and therefore not able to fit the exclusion category.  These include:1.	Actions greater in scope and size than normally experienced.  Keep in mind that this may vary by location.  For example, 200 acquisitions in Albany, Georgia may not be extraordinary, but in a village in Hawaii it would be.  So don’t just consider the numbers, also look at the setting.2.	Actions with a high level of public controversy.  Public controversy by itself, such as NIMBY, does not technically trigger extraordinary circumstances unless it is environmentally based.  However, use judgment, sometimes the environmental review process is a good time to diffuse public controversy.3.	Potential to degrade already poor environmental conditions. This circumstance requires a closer look at potential for cumulative impacts.4.	Using unproven technology with potential adverse impacts involving unique or unknown risks.5.	Presence of endangered or threatened species, or archaeological remains. Just the presence is not enough to trigger EC, there must be a potential for the proposed action to impact the resources.6.	Presence or toxic or hazardous substances. Generally, the presence of hazardous materials, above a Federal, State, or local action level, in an area where a project will be implemented is considered an extraordinary circumstance. 7.	Potential to impact special status areas such as wetlands, coastal zones, etc.  8.	Any potential to impact the health and safety of people.9.	Must follow federal, state, local, and tribal laws.10.	Potential for cumulative impacts. Cumulative impacts result from incremental impact of proposed action when added to other past, present and foreseeable actions of the applicant or any other agency or when looking at the past or future potential changes to the human environment.  Individual actions can be minor but collectively significant.  For example, drainage projects done in an incremental manner can create significant downstream impacts on both the quantity and quality of water.  Or, historical loss of wetlands in a watershed makes removal of remaining wetlands cumulatively more significant.  If there is potential for or concern about possible cumulative effects, they should be evaluated further in an EA.EXAMPLES:  Buying equipment	There are multiple factors to consider when buying equipment.  If you’re buying goggles – this shouldn’t raise any alarms, and generally buying equipment can be thought to not pose impacts to the environment.  If you’re buying active sonar equipment, it has been shown to have adverse effects on marine life, and will therefore require a closer look to examine impacts.  



Type A Projects

 Projects with no potential for adverse EHP impact 
 Type A Categorical Exclusions (CATEXs) under 44 CFR §10: 

- Management and Administration (CATEX i)
- Planning (CATEX iii)
- Classroom-based Training (CATEX v)
- Tabletop Exercises and Functional Exercises (CATEX v)
- Training and Operational Exercises in Existing Facilities (CATEX v)
- Purchase of Mobile and Portable Equipment (CATEX vi)
- Software Upgrades (CATEX vi)
- Plug-in Equipment (CATEX vi)
- Replacement Components within Existing Consoles, Sirens, or 

Radios (CATEX vi)



Type B Projects

 Projects that will not result in adverse impacts on resources and 
that do not require additional consultation

 Type B Categorical Exclusions (CATEXs) under 44 CFR §10:
– Physical security enhancements, including cameras, lighting,  TWIC, 

and access control (CATEX xv)
– Communications equipment and systems, including antennas, base 

radios, repeaters, and sirens (CATEX ix) 
– Renovations/upgrades/modifications to structures include bollards, 

fencing, security doors (CATEX xvi, xvii)



Type C Projects

 Projects that could result in adverse impacts on resources and that 
require additional consultation

 Examples include:
- Type B Projects being implemented under Extraordinary 

Circumstances (e.g., installation on a building on the National Register 
of Historic Places, extensive ground disturbance)

- New Construction or renovation
- Communications towers
- Docks or other port structures

• May require:
- Environmental Assessment
- Public Notice
- Archaeological Survey
- Memoranda of Agreement
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Roles and Responsibilities
Role Primary Responsibilities

Grantee
 Comply with EHP laws and regulations
 Submit EHP Review Packets to GPDEHPinfo@dhs.gov 
 Receive EHP approval before beginning project work

GPD Program 
Analyst (PA) 

 Approve Type A projects
 Facilitate communications among the grantee, the GPD-EHP Staff, 

and the FEMA Regional Environmental Officer (REO)

GPD EHP Staff

 Approve Type B projects
 Work with grantees to collect sufficient data for a defensible EHP 

compliance determination
 Coordinate with REOs on Type C projects

FEMA Regional 
Environmental 
Officer (REO)

 Coordinate and consult with partner agencies and offices for Type C 
projects 
 Issue a Record of Environmental Consideration (REC) and Finding of 

No Significant Impact (FONSI) if no adverse effects are found
 Work with the grantee to identify next steps if adverse effects exist
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EHP Review Process for Compliant Projects



Questions?
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